Bookmark Tutorial

**Materials -**

- Vinyl or Felt
- Tearaway Stabilizer
- Embroidery Thread
- Matching Bobbin

**Step 1**

Hoop 2 layers of tearaway

If you need a placement line you can run the first color twice.
Step 2

Float Vinyl (or felt)

Step 3

Stitch all colors until you get to the second tack down
Step 4
Remove hoop from machine
DO NOT unhoop stabilzer and fabric.

Step 5
Use painters tape to hold material on back of hoop

Step 6
Reattach hoop to machine and sew the placement/tack down line.
Step 7

Remove hoop again and trim all material (front and back) as close as possible to the stitchline, just like you would for an applique.

Replace bobbin with matching thread!!

Step 8

Reattach hoop and stitch final satin.
Step 10

Optional - if using 2 colors on final satin, stop machine and replace bobbin again for final color

Finally finished! Remove your new bookmark from the tearaway and enjoy!